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STATEMENT ISSUED BY THE MINISTER OF
DR. H. MULLER, ON *t AUGUST,

FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
''72.

According to a report earlier today a U.N. spokesmen

intimated that the Secretary-General would appoint his

Special Representative for negotiations on South West Africa

before next Wednesday. Furthermore, a few names were mentioned

in this connection and it was added that the appointment is

subject to the approval of the parties concerned, including,

inter alia, not only the South African Government but also SWAPO.

I wish to make it very clear that we have throughout

negotiated and will in future negotiate solely with the Secretary-

General, and that our formal exchange of views on the appointment

began just after the adoption of the Security Council's most

recent resolution on 1st August. The speculation that an

appointment will be made within a few days is consequently

premature. We engage in no negotiations with SWAPO and

if the report is accurate - that is, if the Secretary-General

wishes to make the appointment subject to SWAPO approval, the

chances of successful negotiations are foredoomed.
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By DENNIS GORDON
"Mail" Africa Bureau

AN INTERTRIBAL, MULTIPARTY PLAN by Black
groups to campaign to end South Africa's administra-
tion of South West Africa crumbled yesterday.

Internal squabbling and rivalry has led to the resignation
of the chairman of the Central Committee of the National Con-
vention, Mr. K. H. Conradie.

At the same time the Nania tribal group, under Chief Hen-
drik Witbooi, has withdrawn its support.

The National Convention was formed last year to express
the united wishes of most of the territorys Black political
groups. AH the main tribes and Coloured groups were repre-
sented.

The convention petitioned Dr. Kurt Waldhelni, United Na-
tions secretary-general, when he visited South West Africa in
March. It said it was against the South African Government's
separate development policies and wanted independence for
$outh West Africa as a whole.

The failure of the Black groups to remain on sufficiently
good terms to provide a united front conies at a time when the
latest round of international moves to'settle the troubled terri-

' tory's future are about to start.
The South African Government is certain to point out to

Dr. Waldheim's special .representative, soon to be appointed to
continue settlement} negotiations, that it has always said the
different groups could hot co-operate.

Separate development, the Government argues, is the only
policy which will ensure that all groups live in peace and
.harmony.

In his resignation statement, Mr. Conradie said: "As a
result of the domination of personal ambition, strife and poor
interest in the National Convention and Central Committee,
there has never been real unity."

The committee had not been able to "get down to practical
action because of the lack of co-operation".

Chief Witbooi said he was withdrawing his group because
the attitude in the National Convention was that "every man
thinks only of himself".

The convention, founded in November last year to strive
for unity, seems destined now to be scrapped.

Mr. Conradie said all decisions taken at meetings in Novem-
her and February, had come to nothing, because members had
done nothing about them. •• ,



STATEMENT RELEASED BY THE PRIME MINISTER
FOLLOWING THE RELEASE OF THE SECRETART-GENERAL'S
REPORT ON.SOUTH WEST AFRICA

The Secretary General's report on his discussions with
a*

the South African Government in regard to the South West Africa

question has now been released. There is little that I need, to

add to what I have already said about the discussions as

reflected in that report.

The results of the discussions are, of course, still ia the

form of proposals which must be considered by the Security Council.

But it will be noted that further contacts .between the Secretary-
', • ' '• . " • ' * - - . :-• """•' .1 ..

General and the South African Government "are" envisaged thrcragfe. a '
„ L - ^ - - . : : •

personal representative to be appointed in consultation inter alia
' ' • • '' • • • -"A"
with the South African Government, His task will be to assist as a

go-between in achieving the aim of self-det'eVmination and independence.
Vv-

There is provision for the representative, in the discharge of his .«

task, to travel to South Africa and South West Africa as may be

necessary and meet all sections of the population of South West "

Africa. These visits will take place by mutual agreement between

ourselves and the representative.

For our part, we shall within the above framework, co-operate

with him'by providing him with the facilities he will require for

this purpose. «-

Trust --and confidence are essential prerequisites in the search

for a solution to any problem. We assume that the representative,

like the Secretary-General and ourselves, will be determined to
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'•' ensure that a spirit of mutual trust and confidence is

maintained at all times in any future contacts we may have

. with each other. •
• . '

In one paragraph of his report the Secretary-General

touched upon a matter which he had raised subsequent to the

discussions. He stated:
/

"X wish to refer to the recent steps which the

Government of South Africa has taken, or has

announced its intention of taking in respect of the {

Eastern Caprivi and Ovamboland in further application

of its 'homelands1 policy. I have conveyed to the

Government of South Africa my concern regarding the

developments and have, expressed the hope that the

Government will not proceed with any ̂measures which
V •,(

could adversely affect the outcome of the contacts

which I have initiated pursuant to resolution 309

(1972)."

Let me put the record straight. As far as the Eastern

Caprivi is concerned a legislative and an executive council

were established at request of the peoples concerned, before

contacts with the Secretary-General were even initiated.
•> 1

In the case of Owacftbo , no new initiative was taken by the

South African Government. Owambo itself requested a greater

measure of self-government and the introduction of a new elective
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element into its system of government. I emphasise a new

"elective element" since South Africa is often criticised :

because the,, system of government in Owambo does not provide

for elected representatives, other than those elected in the

traditional way. ; ,

These are not new developments - they are simply part of •'•'".

the process by which the peoples concerned are being politically

prepared to exercise at the appropriate time their right of self- -J

determination. Obviously, some measure of political evolution is
• - ' "-*?1-" -i'.* -.'; •

necessary before they can do so. i^y
• , . ; . . J>;. . . . . ' • • : • - ; , ' ; • . .;.,;•':j-:s>fii;g

As far as final self-determination is concerned, no irrevocable'*-'"1"

step has as yet been taken,. The final choice will be theirs,, ¥e '••'-•

for our part have never in the past been, prepared to ignore the >
' 1 '••

wishes of the peoples. Nor can we do so n<?V- For if we did, it'*

would make a complete mockery of the principle of self-determination

- a principle to which the South African Government as well as the

Secretary-General and the United Nations are firmly committed.
•

i

The assumption that the Government has done anything which.
'V

could adversely affect the outcome of its contacts with the

Secretary-General is therefore erroneous.
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COMD CASK

SlOECftBT-GBSEBAL, UHFICW, CWBOS

FROM; 1UBA8XHBAB

masts i 1972
ROMBEB:

FURTHER TO NT HUMBER « I .HAW H&B B8IHP DXSOOS8XOH WCTI REBRIQ

AMD FEEL ttms WHEN STATÎ iESf AS mnUAXED IS MAIffi Bf SHEB1CT OP

SOUTH A9BZCA TKEIE ABE BQUHB TO Bl q^BBnONS MIS1D AS TO A0CUBACT

OP THIS STATS4EOT AM) WHETiMJ IT BEAUX CGKHSSPOKDS TO ^H FACSB. Hi

OF HOUR LOHG DIBCUSSIOK WITH FOUEIOT KZMI8TER OP SOOSSL tmiGh AM)

yowmEM OP THREE MEMBERS OF siomrr/ COQBCXI. 11
Ml) THE BTOimTIOU YOU HAVE AlHEftBY GIVBi TO MmOK

fiS) BABTHS OH OUTCOME OF TOUR DISCUSSION) WITH

TH&T PEDffi MIIXSTESS STAffiMEMT UOUID JJEiSD SOIH2 CUB) Of R1®K)̂ E

FEOM YOU. GRAXESUL FOR liSBXRUdlOBS .AS TO HOW 1 MMT REACT TO AM)

OTHER ®SKISS WHS3S SOUTH AFRICAH HOME HTBISTEHS STAXSMEKP 2S HJBIISH1D,

THIS OOUXD OF COURSE WAIT TILL YOU IMCH OERBVA OS 10 JUBB. WOUIS) YOU

%OBH SSI TO £3K>HE YOU THAT DAY AT ISTESGOHTINEIITM, HOTEL IK CEBEVA TO

OBT&H XBSTEOICTIOBS1

C.C. MP. M,
Mr<, G. Ifenaig

E.



OUTOOUSO COBED CABIS

8BCEEXAKY-OENERAL, UBFICXP, GOWK

it MB&SIMHAJJ
7 JUKE 1972

IUMBEK;

I BAVE EECSIVSD FOLLOMIKG PERSCT1AL AID COHPIDBHTIAL MESSAGE

IER»ftlIBaa BEJHESEKTATIVE OF SOUTH AffRICA QUOTE (cable editor pleu«

see text attached)

o.c. KP. U. Chacko
Mr. G. Hermlg



PERMANENT SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

17" FLOOR - 3 O O EAST O.Z"° STREET

NEW YORK. N.Y. IOOI7

Ref.: 7th June, 1972

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL.

Mr. C.V. Narasimhan,
Under-Secretary-General,
Chef de Cabinet,
United Nations,
NEW YORK.

Dear Mr. Narasimhan,
\

I should be grateful if the Secretary-General
could be informed of the following:

As a result of misleading reports, mostly half-
truths , emanating from New York and various capitals,
a series of distortions of alleged points of agreement
are circulating in South Africa, for example, about the
stationing of a United Nations representative in South
West Africa. The South African Government feels that
unless these rumours are quickly silenced, it will become
extremely difficult for the Government to proceed vrith
the proposed arrangement. The Prime Minister will
accordingly be obliged to include the folio-wing remarks
in a public address he will be making on Saturday June
10:

Quote: the current wild rumours and speculation
are not of course helpful to the discussionso
While I do not.intend to react to them now,
I wish to state categorically that the rumour
that we are in the process of negotiating on
the stationing of a U.N. representative in
South West Africa is piire fabrication. " I •
shall leave it at that for the time "being.

Unquote.

The Prime Minister will also briefly repeat what he has
already said in public about the contacts0

The South African Government would like the Secretary-
General to be informed of the above., before the Prime
Minister speaks on 10th June and I should be grateful
therefore if a suitable message could be transmitted to
him.

Yours sincerely.

/ 'ir . -
t, . •• />?-'-/yWvv<^
C.F.G. VON HIRSCHBERG

AMBASSADOR /
PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE,



CONFIDENTIAL

The Secretary-General:

A revised draft of the letter to the Foreign Minister of South Africa

is attached for the Secretary-General's consideration. This revised draft

has been prepared on the lines indicated by the Secretary-General during

the meeting this morning with Ambassador von Hirschberg.

Ambassador von Hirschberg telephoned me at 1 p.m. today. He said

that, following the meeting with the Secretary-General, he had talked with

Mr.Fourie in Capetown on the telehpone. Mr.Fourie told the Ambassador that

he could delay the handing over of the Aide-Memoire to the Secretary-General

until instructions could be obtained from the Foreign Minister and the Prime

Minister. Since both would be away during the weekend, Mr.Fourie did not

expect to consult with them before Monday.

Ambassador von Hirschberg asked me when he could expect to receive the

revised draft of the letter. I told him that in view of the Secretary-General's

heavy schedule, I could not indicate any definite date, but that next Monday

afternoon was a possibility. He emphasized that he was merely enquiring and

not suggesting any time limit.

This morning the Secretary-General suggested the possibility of an

informal meeting with Ambassador Orbig deRgzas. It would be helpful if this

informal meeting could take place early (if possible on Monday, 24 April)

before the revised draft letter is passed on to Ambassador von Hirschberg.

21 April 1972
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Sir,

I have the honour to refer to my letter dated 17 February 1972

addressed to the Permanent Representative of South Africa to the United

Nations in which I conveyed my acceptance of the invitation extended to

me by your Government to visit South Africa. In. that -lett'er~T~ stated:

"In accepting your Government,.'̂  kind invitation I wish it to be
understood that my visit should be seen in the light of the mandate
given to me by the Security Council in its resolution 309 (1972),
adopted on 4 February on/the subject of Namibia, which calls for a
report from the Secretary-General by 31 July 1972. It will be
recalled that immediately following the adoption of the resolution
by the Council, I transmitted the text of the resolution by cable
to the Minister fjof Foreign Affairs of South Africa. Accordingly^
I envisage my visit to South Africa in the framework of that
resolution. "

You will recall that in my opening remarks at the first formal meeting

with the Prime Minister of South Africa in Capetown on 7 March 1972, I

quoted the above paragraph and drew attention to the discussions in the

Security Council which led to the adoption by it of resolution 309 (1972).

Following my return to New York after my visit to Namibia and my
""" "Ainitial contact with your Government in Capetown,, I have consulted further

• -«J
with the group of the Security Council composed of the representatives of

Argentina, Somalia and Yugoslavia and with the President of the Council.

Although I have not yet completed my initial contacts with all the parties

concerned, I envisage that it may be useful for us to hold further discussions
I——— * — 7

} within the framework of resolution 309 (1972) and Jin continuation of our talks

in Capet own.

Accordingly, I would like to suggest the possibility of your -visiting

New York for such further talks at a mutually convenient date. Your presence

in New York for this purpose would, I need hardly add, serve further to

emphasize the desire of the Government of South Africa to co-operate fully

•with the Secretary-General! ae— envisaged-lia.-Security... Councj.! _ resolution̂

I would appreciate receiving your Government's reply as soon as possible.

Please accept, Mr. Minister, the assurances of my highest esteem,

Kurt Waldhelm
Secretary-General

His Excellency
Dr. Hilgard Muller
Minister of Foreign Affairs } Republic of South Africa.



PERMANENT SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

3OO EAST <3Z'-~ STREET

NEW YORK. N. t. IOOI7

2oth April, 1972,

Excellency,

Arising out of our further exchange of views,
I am instructed to re-affirm the desire and willingness
of the South African Government to co-operate fully with
you in our joint search for a solution to the South West
A f r i c a n * ° *

The South African Government believes that the
reception accorded you and the full co-operation extended
to you during your visit to South Africa are proof of the
spirit in which it has embarked on the current negotiations

•*• ĵ»w»»«̂ M̂ .<A*»X9iiAtt̂ Ŝl*JiflS&̂

and it has been pleased to note that you for your part have
declared your general satisfaction with the course of
events so far in your official contacts with it»

In the light of the further exchange of views,
the South African Government hopes that further progress
can be made. To this end, it has instructed me to
inform you that the South African Minister of Foreign
Affairs will be prepared to proceed to New York at a
mutually convenient date to discuss further with you
the three points which emerged from the conversations in
Cape Town.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of
my highest consideration.

C.F.G. VON HIRSCHBERG
AMBASSADOR

PERMANENT REPRES ENTATIVE,

His Excellency Dr. Kurt Waldheim,
Secretary-General,
United Nations,
NEW YORK.



Arising out of our further exchange of views,
I am instructed to re-affirm the desire and willingness
of the South African Government to co-operate fully with
you in gur joiirF] search for a solution to the South West
African problem.

The South African Government believes that the
reception accorded you and the full co-operation extended
to you during your visit to South Africa are proof of the
spirit in which it has embarked on the current îe£d̂
and it has been pleased to note that you for your part have
declared your general satisfaction with the course of
events so far in your official contacts with it.

In the light of the further exchange of views,
the South African Government hopes that further progress
can be made. To this end, it has instructed me"to
inform you that the South African Minister of Foreign
Affairs will be prepared to proceed to New York at a
mutually convenient date to discuss further with you
the three points which emerged from the conversations in
Cape Town*

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of
my highest consideration.



DRAFT STATEKEHT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Mr. Prime Minister,

I wish to thank you for jour kind invitationJJ>g=3ae. to visit

your country and for the welcome accorded to me on my arrival. I

am also grateful to you for the hind words you huve addressed to me.

As you are iware, in my letter of 1? February addressed to your

Permanent Representative to the United Nations, Ambassador von Hirschberg,
i

I stated as follows :

"In accepting your Government1;: kind invitation I wish
it to be understood that my visit should be seen in the
light of the mandate given to me by the Security Council
in its resolution 309 (1972), adopted on 4 February on the
subject of Namibia, which calls for a report irom the
-Secretary-General by 31 July 1972. It will be recalled
that immediately following the adoption of the resolution
by the Council, I transmitted the text of the resolution
by cable to the Minister for Foreign Affaire of South
Africa. Accordingly, I envisage my visit to South Africa
in the framework of that resolution."

I ajn sure that Your Excellency is also aware of the discussions

in the Security Council which led to the adoption of resolution 30?.

In particular, I should like to recall the hope implicit in the statements

of many members of the Council, including the representatives of Argentina,

Belgium, France, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States, that

the approach embodied in resolution 309 and the mandate entrusted to me

by the Security Council and my contacts under that mandate would lead

to positive results.

The sponsor of the resolution made it clear in the course of the

discussions in the Security Council that the "parties concerned"
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included "first and specifically" the Government of South Africa. I

considered it not only necessary but essential that I should make my

first contact with your Government. I am ha;-.-t,y that Your Excellency's

kind invitation has made this possible and I personally consider it as

a good beginning.

In that spirit, and as a first step in our conversations, I would

appreciate hearing from you any views or suggestions which you may wish

to convey to me. In malting this request, I should like to assure you

that I shall do everything possible to see that our present initial

contact will open the way for further fruitful discussions leading

finally to concrete results.

I should also like to mention that it is my belief that it would

be advantageous if, at this stige, no publicity is given to the details

of our present initial discussions. n'hut, if anything, should be

given publicity later could "bo considered and agreed upon at the

appropriate time.

I thank you.


